Update Notes
Version: 2.5
New Features, Enhancements, Changes and Bug Fixes

Important: This list does not include features that are still in development, nor bug or changes inadvertently
introduced by the other changes listed. If you discover any unexpected behaviour, please report it to us.

CONTACTS
Change

Link to map for addresses

In update 2.3 (item 120) we added two new buttons to show a map of the contact’s address or directions from your office to their address. However these
were causing Antiquity to crash occasionally for no known reason. We have therefore made changes so that these buttons now open a map in your web
browser instead, which resolves the problem.
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Correspondence

CORRESPONDENCE
Change

Stock PDF Email

In line with item 170, when producing a stock PDF email, checks are now made for missing images. If any of the stock record PDFs could not be produced
properly due to a missing main image, then an appropriate error message is displayed and the emails are no longer sent. Previously there were no such error
checks and the emails would have been sent with the PDFs, even with potentially missing images.
ID: 171
Change
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Stock PDF email

When producing a stock PDF email, you are initially only shown a list of stock records from which to choose - that have images. However, if you used the filter
options at the top of the screen, the results could have included stock records with no images. Now only stock records with images will be displayed.
ID: 172
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Email

EMAIL
New Feature

Stock category direct link

Some users have asked to be able to send clients an email with a URL link to the website showing a listing of thumbnails for an entire category, including all
subcategories. We have now added a button in the Admin > Stock Categories page which calculates the URL for the selected category so that you can later
paste it into an email shot.
ID: 177
Change

Date: 92.4

Version: 2.5

Improved error checking and error reporting

Made a number of improvements to the error checking and error reporting when sending emails. Changes include:
a) If cancelled while doing a PDF stock email in batches, you now only need to click the cancel button once.
b) Errors to recipients with an email address but no name will be reported with their email address (previously only the name would show - but if there was no
name then the report did not identify the contact to whom the error related). c) Where an email recipient has no name, but is not the main person on their
contact record, the name of the main person will be shown instead in square brackets, e.g. [Jo Bloggs].
d) Improved various error message to help identify problems where emails fail.
ID: 178
Bug

Date: 92.5
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Improved control when cancelling an email-shot

Improved the handling of data when cancelling an email shot after you’ve started sending them. Now all unsent emails are properly cleared out of the system.
ID: 176
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Settings

SETTINGS
Change

Edit folder paths manually

Users can now manually edit the paths to the folders where Antiquity stores PDFs, images and email attachments. Although not usually necessary, we have
experienced a couple of instances where the automatically entered paths were not working properly.
ID: 165
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Stock

STOCK
New Feature

TIFF image files

Antiquity can now import TIFF format image files (in addition to JPEG files) when importing as individual images or when using the bulk import feature. TIFF
files will automatically be converted to JPEG files on import (only the copies are converted, your original TIFF images are not altered).
ID: 174
Change

Date: 92.2

Version: 2.5

Changes to Find feature in Stock

You have an option in the Admin section to decide, when searching the stock book, to only look at items that are ‘in stock’ or look at all stock items, including
sold items. Now, if you hold your SHIFT key down when you initially click the Find button, the behaviour will toggle. So if your system preference is to search
‘in-stock’ items only, pressing SHIFT will search across all stock items. Previously the toggle only worked one way, now it works both ways.
ID: 166
Change

Date: 92.2
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Error message on importing an image

Previously, when adding individual images to a stock record, if an error occurred while importing the image, no error message was displayed, so the user
thought it might have worked successfully. Now an error message will be displayed to the user.
ID: 167
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Stock

Change

Producing PDFs of Stock

When producing PDFs of stock records, an error message is now displayed if there was a problem producing the PDF because the main image was missing.
Previously no check was made for missing images, so you may have erroneously thought a PDF was OK to send to a customer.
ID: 170
Change
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Show on Web check box

When clicking the ‘Show on Web’ check box to add a stock record to the website, if there was one or more required items missing, Antiquity just gave a
generic error message and you had to then manually look to determine what was missing. The error message now points out exactly what is missing.
ID: 173
Bug
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Deleting stock bug

Fixed a bug which caused the main ‘Delete Stock’ buttons to not function in the list & spreadsheet views.
ID: 169
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Tasks

TASKS
Change

Pop up Reminders window now expands

The pop up Reminders window (in which you create / view / edit) a reminder, now expands properly if you you enlarge the window. This expands the area to
enter notes, making it easier to read / enter longer notes.
ID: 168
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